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Mach 2 Heinkel He 114

Mark Pilbeam

Mach 2 Models
As we drove to the 2015 Model Expo

Swap’n’Sell in the Prussian Steel, Leigh, Wayne,
Mick, and I reflected on what might be on offer.
When we arrived the number of Mach 2 kits offered
led me to think that modellers had bought the kits
without reflection, looked in the boxes, then
immediately disposed of them at a loss. Impetuosity
exacts a high price. Who was the impetuous modeller
who purchased the Mach 2 Heinkel 114 - only to
hand it unopened to a dealer at Expo S’n’S?  I fancied
it might have been one of the officious green-shirted
persons prowling the venue.

Wisdom can be gained and monetary loss
avoided by considering the Golden Verses of
Pythagoras (28) before purchase: “For it is the part of
a miserable man to speak and to act without
reflection.” I paid my $30, thinking of the He 114 as
the last leg of a big Mach 2 quaddie (after the Ar232,
Ju352 and Do 26). Little did I know how wrong I
would be.

History
The Heinkel 114 was designed to replace the

ageing He 60 as the standard catapult –launched
reconnaissance floatplane for the Kreigsmarine.  The
prototype first flew in 1936. It was a twin-float
sesquiplane and the first prototype was powered by
the DB600.  The BMW 132 was specified for the
production models and this required redesign.

The contract was let in 1937 and the winner
was the outstandingly successful Arado 196.
Although having the same engine it carried heavier
armament and performed better in the air and on the
water than the He 114. Although Germany used small

numbers of He 114s the aircraft was not a success.
Nonetheless the aircraft was exported – Sweden,
Romania and Spain were customers. The last He 114
was retired from Romanian service in 1960.

The Kit

The box indicates 1998 as the year of
production. There is a colour picture of the aircraft
and a contact address for M Palix.

Inside there is an unopened  plastic bag
containing a rather greasy single sprue of soft grey
plastic with the parts attached by wide gates and
showing much flash. A thick but clear canopy is also
present.  Instructions are the usual post-modern
single A4 page. A decal sheet for the aircraft in the
box art is provided.

Looking at the parts the overall shape is OK
compared to the blueprints. The weak points are the
cowling, cockpit interior and armament. The
tailplane differs in a moral sense from the blueprints.
The canopy is thick and misshapen.

The box

What’s in the box…



The wing struts also have moral issues. The
interplane struts do not resemble the initial Y-strut or
the later V-strut versions. The locating holes in the
upper wing are about 14mm outboard of where they
should be. The struts are too long and their angle to
the horizontal is too shallow.

The cabane struts are also too long and their
wing locating holes are about 4mm outboard of where
they should be. The angle to the horizontal is again
too shallow and the rake of the forward strut is
insufficient.

The Plan
The cowling could be replaced by the

Quickboost item for the Ar 196 (which is almost
identical) and some parts of the cockpit are similar to
the Ar 196 and could be taken from Airwaves details.
All the struts would probably have to be made from
scratch. Kora make a beaching trolley for the aircraft.
These items arrived in a care package from Hannants.

Construction
There are not many parts but this does not

mean an easy build. Starting with the floats (these
have minor shape issues) I flat sanded the seams and
after assembly tidied them up and added the fuel caps
from the Ar 196 detail set. They look OK.

The QB cowling had the lowermost bulge
removed and the oil cooler intake cleaned up and
mounted in its place. The kit engine was used.
Carburettor intakes were made from aluminium tube
and the gun port was made from a piece of drilled out
styrene rod mounted on the upper port side of the
cowling.

The cockpit interior benefited from some of
the Airwaves details and stuff from the spares box.

Working back from the cockpit tub the fuselage
halves are of slightly unequal length and depth. This

is fixable as the plastic is very thick and soft.
The upper wing is horribly warped and had to

be bullied into shape against a brass angle plate
secured with Araldite. The plate was then
sandwiched between the wing halves.

The float struts are a bit rough and a jig is
needed to hold the floats parallel, vertical and
horizontal before fitting the struts. This was partly
successful. The aircraft had thick bracing wires
between the floats. These are represented in the
model by steel wires holding the floats in line. The
struts can be added once the floats are set.

The joints between the float struts and the
fuselage are a bit dodgy and needed reinforcement
with plastic rod to keep the floats aligned. A bit of

filler was needed before priming.

First model - floats fixed, interior held in place
with Blu Tack, QB cowling with oil cooler intake.

Bullying and harassment of the upper wing

First model fresh from the paint shop. Homemade
cabanes in place –Struts and remaining bits and

bobs yet to be fixed



The locating holes for the struts in the upper
wing were filled and new ones drilled where
indicated in the blueprints. The interplane struts can
be fixed by amputating the lower part of the “Y” to
make the “V” struts of the later B version, which was
to be the subject of the model.

The cabane struts worked out OK. I used a
combination of brass tubing and plastic strip.

Before fitting the upper wing it was off to the
paintshop.

The interplane struts in their new locations
measured off nicely when the lower part of the “Y”
was removed. The metal cabanes took most of the
weight of the wing, avoiding bowing of the struts.
Again I used a jig to keep the upper wing aligned
while the glue set.

The rigging and the cockpit were still

unfinished when I took the model to the August MoB
meeting, where I was greatly encouraged by my
friends.

Rigging is a dull business using stretched
sprue and fine steel wire. In between bouts of rigging
there was time to make the Kora beaching trolley.
This was trouble free.

Some of the kit decals fit with the aircraft
from SAGr 125 chosen for the model, others came
from the spares box. The paint scheme was RLM
72/73/65 from Gunze mixes. A yellow undercowl,
fuselage band and wingtip undersurfaces added a
splash of colour and the whole thing started looking
quite nice after a couple of months.

The Immortal Gods Are Having a Lend of
Me - Again…

As I was preparing the final touches disaster
occurred – I had drilled out a hole for the navigation
light in the port wingtip and was in the process of
pushing the light into place when the near-complete
model slipped from my hand and fell against the side
of the table and then on to the floor from about 1.5
metres. The QB cowling fractured and every strut
was broken, as well as the upper wing splitting across
the joint over the metal flange.

I couldn’t fix this. Pythagoras advised me not
to try: “Concern should drive us into action and not
into depression. No man is free who cannot control
himself.” I retrieved as much of the usable stuff as
possible (cockpit interior, prop, canopy) from the
wreckage and ordered another one from Hannants,
along with another QB cowling, and started afresh.

Reprise, Redux, Whatever
This one didn’t have the same warping of the

upper wing and with the insurance of a spare canopy

The resin beaching trolley from Kora is well done
and a simple build

First model, nearly done, resting on trolley
This is the second model, with markings of a

different aircraft from the same unit.  It took three
months to build the same way the first time



I smash moulded a replacement. It looks OK.
Philosophical Evaluation

Pythagoras, although a numbers man,  is not
a betting man. When I had told him this was to be the
last leg of the Mach 2 Quadrella he seemed bemused.
He asked if any other disciples were spiritually
prepared to build another offering from M Palix.

I suddenly remembered an event in October
1963 at Chileka Airport, Blantyre, Nyasaland – at
t h a t
stage still a member state of the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland but shortly to become the
independent state of Malawi. It involved a prime
ministerial motorcade, my father’s driving, my
brother John and I, and a Vickers Viscount 700 of
Central African Airways. Fifty-two years later it
would involve M Palix. I thought it best to remain
silent.


